We investigate the predictions of anomaly-free dark matter models for direct and indirect detection experiments. We focus on gauge theories where the existence of a fermionic dark matter candidate is predicted by anomaly cancellation, its mass is defined by the new symmetry breaking scale, and its stability is guaranteed by a remnant symmetry after the breaking of the gauge symmetry. We find an upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale by applying the relic density and perturbative constraints. The anomaly-free property of the theories allows us to perform a full study of the gamma lines from dark matter annihilation. We investigate the correlation between predictions for final radiation processes and gamma lines. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the latter can be distinguished from the continuum gamma ray spectrum. *
INTRODUCTION
The nature of dark matter (DM) remains one of the most pressing issues in cosmology. In the past decades there has been a strong experimental effort to search for the particle nature of dark matter with no positive results so far. The lack of a discovery has pushed the scientific community to perform more general studies on dark matter models. The use of an effective field theory, in which all heavy degrees of freedom except for the dark matter particle are integrated out, covers a large set of dark matter models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Nonetheless, it has been shown that the effective field theory approach cannot lead to general conclusions, especially for collider studies where the energy scale can be larger than the cut-off scale.
An alternative framework for the study of different dark matter candidates consists of simplified models [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , in which the mediator between the dark matter and the Standard Model (SM) sector is also included in the particle spectrum. In this context, studies of dark matter can be done with only a few parameters and a systematic study can be performed on a large class of dark matter models. However, these simplified models do not come free of problems. They present issues of unitarity and gauge anomalies [13] [14] [15] . In particular, when considering indirect detection and the predictions for gamma lines from dark matter annihilation, a complete anomaly-free dark matter theory is needed, see for example [16, 17] for a detailed discussion.
There exist a large number of theories for dark matter; however, gauge theories can be very appealing due to the fact that the dark matter properties can be defined by a new gauge symmetry in nature. Then, it is possible to have different extensions of the Standard Model where one of the SM global symmetries is promoted to a local symmetry. For example, if we add three copies of right-handed neutrinos it is possible to have a theory based on local B −L. In this context, it is not possible to predict the existence of a dark matter candidate but extra fields are required to play this role, see for example the study in Ref. [18] . The existence of a fermionic dark matter can be predicted in gauge theories when one of the fields needed for anomaly cancellation is in fact stable and has the right properties to describe the cold dark matter in the Universe. At the same time, the stability of the dark matter candidate can be a consequence of the new gauge symmetry breaking mechanism. The simplest theories we know where one can realize this idea are based on local baryon and lepton numbers [13, 19] , for a recent review see [20] . The theories based on local baryon number could describe physics at the scale very close to the electroweak scale, and therefore, there is hope to test them in the near future.
In this article, we investigate the dark matter phenomenology in the context of simple theories where baryon number is a local gauge symmetry spontaneously broken at the low scale [13, 19] . Our dark matter candidate is a Majorana fermion charged under the local U(1) B gauge group, and hence, it has an axial coupling to the new gauge boson Z B present in the theory. This property gives a velocity-suppressed dark matter-nucleon interaction which means that bounds from direct detection experiments can be avoided. The simplest theories [13, 19, 21] where baryon number is a local symmetry are very appealing extensions of the Standard Model where the spontaneous breaking of baryon number at the low scale can be understood, the stability of the proton is predicted at any level in perturbation theory, there is a good dark matter candidate in the theory, and there could be interesting mechanisms to explain the baryon asymmetry of the Universe.
We perform a detailed study of the relic density, experimental constraints coming from the LHC and direct detection experiments. From the requirement of not overproducing dark matter combined with perturbativity, we find an upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale of the theory 28 TeV. Therefore, there is a hope to test these theories at the Large Hadron Collider or future colliders. We demonstrate that having a Majorana candidate in this type of theories allows the gamma lines to be visible. This is due to the fact that final state radiation processes are suppressed. The predictions for gamma lines are very important because gamma lines provide a clean and distinctive signature, and hence, they represent a smoking gun for the discovery of the dark matter. This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the main features of anomalyfree dark matter models, while in Section 3, we present a discussion of the simplified model of dark matter, compute the dark matter relic abundance and study LHC, direct detection and perturbativity constraints on the model. In Section 4, we show that a consistent anomaly-free theory leads to visible gamma lines in the photon spectrum of dark matter annihilation. We present our concluding remarks in Section 5.
ANOMALY CANCELLATION AND DARK MATTER CANDIDATES
For simplicity, let us consider a simple Abelian gauge theory and take all the SM fermions to be charged under this new U(1) , then, the existence of a dark matter candidate can be predicted from the requirement of anomaly cancellation. However, if the new symmetry is anomaly-free,
B−L (with extra right-handed neutrinos), the existence of dark matter cannot be predicted because there is no need to add new degrees of freedom for anomaly cancellation. In general, we can consider
where the last entry in the parenthesis corresponds to the charge under the new symmetry and i = 1, 2, 3 is the family index. Finding a simple solution to the anomaly cancellation conditions in agreement with all experimental bounds is a nontrivial exercise. After the discovery of the SM Higgs boson, it is possible to include extra fermions in a theory, but they should be vector-like under the SM gauge group, and if they are chiral under the new gauge symmetry they must acquire mass from the symmetry breaking mechanism. It is possible to find different solutions for anomaly cancellation, but generically, these theories will have the following general features:
• There is an extra electrically neutral field, χ L(or R) ∼ (1, 1, 0, n χ ) which plays a role in the cancellation of anomalies, this field can be stable and hence a good cold dark matter candidate.
• The mass of the DM candidate is determined by the new symmetry breaking scale.
• The stability of the DM candidate is a natural consequence of the symmetry breaking. In the scenario where the DM is a Majorana fermion, the Abelian symmetry is broken to a Z 2 discrete symmetry, while in the Dirac case the stability is determined by an anomaly-free global symmetry.
• The masses of the fermions required for anomaly cancellation have an upper bound defined by the new symmetry scale.
• An upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale can be found by applying cosmological relic density constraints.
Perhaps, the simplest cases correspond to the theories where the baryon and/or lepton number are local symmetries [13, 19] . In this article, for simplicity, we focus on the case where the new symmetry is the local baryon number, U(1) B , because this theory can describe new physics at a scale very close to the electroweak scale in agreement with all experimental constraints. In our study, we will investigate the properties of the Majorana dark matter candidates since they are predicted in both theories proposed in Ref. [13, 19] .
MAJORANA LEPTOPHOBIC DARK MATTER
In this article, we investigate the properties of a Majorana WIMP dark matter candidate in theories where baryon number is a local symmetry spontaneously broken at the low scale. Here we discuss the main properties of our dark matter candidate. The relevant Lagrangian for our discussion is given by
where χ = χ C is a Majorana fermion. The first term defines the interaction between dark matter, χ, and the new gauge boson Z B , which mediates the new baryonic force. Here g B is the new gauge coupling, the fermions f can be any SM quark or the new fermions needed for anomaly cancellation. The coefficients λ i define the interaction between the Higgses present in the theory and the DM candidate. Typically, one needs only two Higgses in these theories; the SM Higgs and the new Higgs needed to generate mass for the new gauge boson and fermions needed for anomaly cancellation. Therefore, the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking needs to be applied in these theories, see Refs. [13, 19] for details. In order to study the dark matter phenomenology, the most relevant part of the Lagrangian in the theories proposed in Refs. [13, 19] is given by
if we assume the simple case where the DM is the Majorana fermion χ = χ L + (χ L ) C and neglect the mixing with the other fermions present in the theory for simplicity. In this paper we will focus on this scenario since it is realized in both models in Refs. [13, 19] 
In Ref. [22] we have discussed in detail the experimental bounds on M Z B and θ B . In the next section we will discuss the impact of the cosmological bounds and the possibility to find an upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale. The simplified model described in Eq. (2) can arise from the following gauge-invariant Lagrangian,
where
one can obtain the terms in Eq. (2), whereas the dark matter mass is given by
Feynman diagrams for the dark matter annihilation channels.
from the Z B Z B S B S B interaction and it reads as g B ≤ √ 2π/3. Following the notation above, the perturbative bound on the Yukawa coupling between the dark matter and the Higgses is λ χ < 2 √ π.
A. Relic Density
The knowledge of all the details of the model allows us to investigate in detail the dark matter annihilation channels. In this context, the leptophobic dark matter can have the following annihilation channels,
The channels Z B h 1 , h 1 h 1 , h 1 h 2 , W W and ZZ are suppressed by the mixing angle θ B . In Fig. 1 we show the Feynman graphs for each channel. For our numerical study we implement the model in LanHEP 3.2 [23] and perform the calculation of Ω DM h 2 using MicrOMEGAs 5.0.6 [24] . Moreover, we perform an independent calculation in Mathematica.
In Fig. 2 we present results for the relic density in the M χ versus M Z B plane. The dark blue line corresponds to the measured relic abundance by Planck satellite measurement of Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022 [25] . The region shaded in light blue overproduces the dark matter relic density and it is ruled out unless the thermal history of the Universe is modified. We show results for four different scenarios, g B = 0.1 (top-left), g B = 0.3 (top-right), g B = 0.5 (bottom-left) and g B = √ 2π/3 (bottom-right). The Z B mediator has direct coupling to quarks and would appear as a resonance in dijet searches at the LHC. In our work, we apply the bounds from CMS and ATLAS [22] and present the excluded regions in purple bands in Figs. 2 and 3. These bounds have a strong dependence on the coupling g B and disappear for g B ≤ 0.1. Additionally, the leptophobic gauge boson will develop a kinetic mixing with hypercharge (and hence the SM Z boson) from radiative corrections. This, in turn, will modify electroweak precision observables which have been measured to great accuracy. However, as has been shown in [26] , these bounds become relevant only for M Z B 100 GeV; therefore, we do not consider them for our analysis. The mass of the second Higgs is fixed to M h 2 = 500 GeV and the mixing angle to θ B = 0. The region shaded in red is ruled out by the perturbative bound on the Yukawa coupling, λ χ < 2 √ π. Similarly, the yellow region is ruled out by the perturbative bound on the scalar quartic coupling, λ B < 4π.
The choice of the perturbative limit g B = √ 2π/3 is responsible for the upper bound on the symmetry breaking scale M Z B ≤ 28 TeV. This striking feature tells us that one can hope to test or rule out this theory in the near future. The choice of zero scalar mixing can be motivated as follows. In the SM, the electroweak phase transition occurs around T EW ≈ 160 GeV. For masses above the TeV scale (which is the region preferred after considering LHC bounds), we find the dark matter freeze-out temperature to be x f ≈ 26 − 29. Consequently, for M χ 5 TeV the freeze-out temperature is above the electroweak phase transition, and hence, at the time when DM freezes out the Higgs field has zero vacuum expectation value and there is no scalar mixing. It is important to mention that the bounds from the relic density constraint are very similar in the case where one considers a non-zero mixing angle.
In order to develop a better understanding of our results, we present in Fig. 3 the parameter space allowed by the relic density constraint. We color each region depending on which annihilation is the dominant one; namely, the one that gives the largest contribution to the relic abundance at freeze-out. The region in dark blue corresponds to the region in parameter space where annihilation into quarks is the dominant channel, this happens near the resonance M χ ≈ M Z B /2. The region in light blue is where the annihilation into Z B Z B is the most dominant one. This occurs due to the
GeV. This resonant behavior can be easily appreciated in the upper left panels in Figs. 2 and 3. The resonance is cut close to the diagonal M χ ≈ M Z B , because the Z B Z B channel becomes kinematically closed above.
The region in which the h 2 h 2 annihilation channel is the dominant one is colored in dark green. The latter is velocity-suppressed and at freeze-out v DM ≈ 0.3; consequently, this channel is dominant only in a small region in the parameter space. Once the Z B h 2 channel becomes kinematically open, it becomes the dominant channel, as illustrated by the region in light green. As can be appreciated the upper bound on the gauge boson mass, M Z B ≤ 28 TeV, is defined by the annihilation into quarks, while the upper bound on the dark matter mass, M χ ≤ 34 TeV, is determined by the Z B h 2 channel. [GeV] [GeV]
Parameter space allowed by the relic density constraint, LHC bounds and perturbative bounds for four different scenarios, g B = 0.1 (top-left), g B = 0.3 (top-right), g B = 0.5 (bottom-left) and g B = √ 2π/3 (bottom-right). We take M h2 = 500 GeV and no mixing angle. The region in blue is excluded by the relic density constraint Ω DM h 2 ≤ 0.12 and the region in red (yellow) is excluded by the perturbative bound on the Yukawa coupling λ χ (scalar coupling λ B ). The horizontal purple bands are excluded by the LHC bounds on the leptophobic gauge boson mass.
B. Direct Detection
Our dark matter candidate can interact with quarks in the nucleon via exchange of a leptophobic gauge boson or one of the physical scalars through the Higgs mixing. These two processes do not interfere with each other and the spin-independent cross-section between χ and a nucleon can be written as
M N corresponds to the nucleon mass, G F is the Fermi constant and for the effective Higgs-nucleonnucleon coupling we take f N = 0.3 [27] . The axial coupling between χ and Z B leads to velocity [GeV] [GeV]
Regions in the M χ versus M Z B plane that satisfy the relic density constraint Ω DM h 2 ≤ 0.12, the colors indicate which annihilation channel is the dominant one. We fix M h2 = 500 GeV and θ B = 0. The horizontal purple bands are excluded by dijet searches at the LHC. The region in red (yellow) is excluded by the perturbative bound on the Yukawa coupling λ χ (scalar quartic coupling λ B ).
suppression of the cross-section and we can write,
The bounds coming from direct detection experiments are obtained under the assumption that the leading order in the cross-section is velocity independent. In order to apply these bounds we proceed as follows,
where σ
DDexp χN is the upper bound on the scattering cross-section given by the direct detection experiments, and the effective velocity is given by the ratio v 3 /v, where the average velocity is the velocity of the dark matter convoluted with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. We find that v eff ≈ 0.001 c.
Collider searches of a new scalar that mixes with the Higgs combined with measurements of Higgs properties provide constraints on the mixing angle [32, 33] . In our study, the mass of the . All points agree with the measured relic abundance by the Planck satellite Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022 [25] and satisfy constraints from the LHC. The solid black lines show current experimental bounds from Xenon-1T [28, 29] , the dashed black line shows the projected sensitivity for Xenon-nT [30] and the dashed gray line shows the coherent neutrino scattering limit [31] .
second Higgs is above the electroweak scale, and hence, we take the bound sin θ B ≤ 0.3. In Fig. 4 we present the predictions for the spin-independent cross-section for different values of the gauge coupling. In order to select the points we proceed as follows. First, we select those points that give the measured relic abundance of Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022. Then, we remove those points that do not satisfy LHC and/or perturbativity bounds. This is the reason behind the discontinuities in the points shown. The left panel shows the results for θ B = 0 and, as expected, due to the velocity suppression the points with dark matter mass above the TeV scale lie below the neutrino floor and will escape detection from future experiments. In contrast, for the maximal mixing allowed, θ B = 0.3, all the points that saturate the relic density are ruled out by direct detection bounds except for those that lie close to the h 2 resonance (M χ ≈ M h 2 /2), this is shown in the right panel in Fig. 4 . For intermediate values of the mixing angle, the predictions lie in between these two regions, and thus, some of these points will be probed by future direct detection experiments, such as Xenon-nT [30] .
GAMMA LINES FROM LEPTOPHOBIC DM
The model discussed so far suffers from gauge anomalies. In this section, we will argue that the extra fermions required to make the theory anomaly-free also lead to dark matter annihilation into photons. Consequently, the photon spectrum will contain features that could be observed in future telescopes. In order to predict the cross-sections for χχ → γγ, γZ, γh, we need to study anomaly-free gauge theories based on U(1) B . These processes are quantum mechanical and can be predicted only after we understand the anomaly cancellation. In this section, we study the predictions for the gamma lines in the simple models proposed in Refs. [13, 19] .
Gamma lines are typically suppressed with respect to other processes contributing to the continuum, such as final state radiation (FSR), and hence, it is hard to observe them. However, it is possible to have scenarios in which the processes that contribute to the continuum close to the gamma lines are highly suppressed and the gamma lines become visible. This can be easily understood in terms of the energy of the gamma lines,
where M i = 0, M Z , M h for the corresponding gamma lines, DM DM → γγ, γZ, γh. At the same time, there are processes such as final state radiation processes, DM DM → SM SM γ, which occur at tree level and could spoil the visibility of the gamma lines because the maximal energy of the photon in this case is given by
Thus, when M DM M SM the gamma line visibility is spoiled if the FSR processes are not suppressed because E γ max ≈ E γ i . There are many studies in the literature where the predictions for the gamma spectrum from dark matter annihilation have been investigated; we refer the reader to Ref. [34] for a detailed discussion of different scenarios. Recently, we have investigated dark matter models where the gamma lines are visible due to the fact that the FSR processes are naturally suppressed [17, 35] . In this article, we investigate the predictions for gamma lines in simple extensions of the Standard Model, our DM candidate is a Majorana fermion and the FSR processes are velocity-suppressed. Consequently, there is hope to observe the gamma lines, which is a striking feature of these models.
A. Theories for Baryon Number
We have discussed the main features of simplified models with a baryonic Majorana dark matter. This type of dark matter candidate has been predicted in models where the baryon number is defined as a local symmetry. The simplest models based on U(1) B with a Majorana dark matter have been pointed out in Refs. [13, 19] . In Tables I and II, we show the extra fermionic representations in these theories.
• Model I: Ref. [13] proposed a simple anomaly-free theory for the spontaneous breaking of local baryon number where the anomalies are canceled with the fields listed in Table I .
The relevant Lagrangian for our discussion is given by
where H ∼ (1, 2, 1/2, 0) and S B ∼ (1, 1, 0, 3) . In general, the DM candidate can be a linear combination of all neutral fields and it is a Majorana fermion. Recently, this model has been investigated in Ref. [36] . See also a recent study in Ref. [22] where one can have a similar model where the DM candidate is a Dirac fermion.
• Model II: In the model proposed in Ref. [19] the anomalies are canceled with only four extra fields listed in Table II . The Yukawa interactions needed to generate vector-like masses for the new fermions are given by
the DM is always a Majorana fermion and it can be a linear combination of all neutral fields present in the theory. See Ref. [37] for a detailed phenomenological study of this model.
In these theories, the stability of the dark matter candidate is a natural consequence of the symmetry breaking. In this context the local U(1) B is broken to an Z 2 discrete symmetry which protects the stability of the DM candidate. It is important to mention that the stability of the DM candidate is never spoiled by any higher-dimensional operators one could write. Feynman graphs for the processes that contribute to final state radiation.
B. Predictions for Gamma Lines
The relevant interactions for the DM annihilation into gamma lines can be written as
where f + are the charged fermions entering in the loops shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 . This figure also shows the three different possibilities for the generation of gamma lines, χχ → γγ, χχ → Zγ and χχ → h i γ.
Gamma Lines
In these theories, the DM annihilation into a photon and a Higgs is velocity-suppressed but the cross-section for the gamma lines coming from χχ → γγ and χχ → γZ can be large. These cross-sections are given by
and
is the Passarino-Veltman loop function as defined in Ref. [38] and n χ is the dark matter charge under U(1) B . In order to predict the crosssections for these quantum mechanical processes we need to use the interactions of the new fields required for anomaly cancellation.
• Model I: In this case, as the following diagrams show,
only the charged fields Ψ − and η − will contribute to the DM annihilation into gamma lines. The relevant Lagrangian in this case is given by
from which one can read the couplings to the Z B gauge boson: 
In this scenario, in the limit where the couplings y 1 = y 2 = y 3 = y 4 = 0 the masses for the new charged fermions read as
The upper bound on M Z B derived from relic density constraints defines a global upper bound for the new charged fermion masses since the Yukawa couplings λ 1 and λ 2 are bounded by perturbativity. Moreover, the perturbative bounds define an upper bound for each mass of the new mediator. Hence, for a given M Z B and M χ , the masses of the charged fermions are constrained to be in the following range,
where f + symbolizes any of the charged new fermions; the lower bound comes from ensuring the stability of the dark matter candidate whereas the upper bound comes from perturbativity on the Yukawa couplings. We note that the dark matter candidate and the charged fermions satisfy the same perturbative bound.
In Fig. 6 we present our predictions for the DM annihilation into gamma lines for different choices of g B in the context of Model I for the two relevant annihilation channels. All the points shown saturate the relic abundance, Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022, and satisfy LHC and direct detection constraints. From Eqs. (24) and (25) we can see that when the charged fermions have the same mass, the cross-section vanishes. We have taken the maximum mass splitting by choosing M Ψ − = 1.3M χ , in order to ensure the stability of the dark matter candidate, and M η − = 2 √ πM Z B /3g B , i.e. the largest value allowed by perturbativity.
Additionally, for each point we check that the perturbativity constraint, Eq. (28), is satisfied. • Model II: In this context, the relevant Lagrangian for the gamma lines reads as
where Σ + and Ψ + correspond to the fields contributing to DM annihilation into gamma lines
From the above Lagrangian, one can identify the couplings to the Z B boson:
, and the couplings to the Z boson:
= cos 2 θ W and g Σ + A = 0. In this scenario, in the limit where the couplings y 1 = y 2 = y 3 = y 4 = 0 the masses for the new charged fermions read as As in the previous case, in here there is also a global upper bound on the charged fermion masses defined by the upper bound on the M Z B and the perturbative bounds of the Yukawa couplings. As already discussed, the masses of the charged fermions must be in the range defined by Eq. (28) to ensure the stability of the dark matter candidate and the perturbativity of the Yukawa couplings λ Σ and λ 1 .
In Fig. 7 we present our predictions for the DM annihilation into gamma lines for different choices of g B in the context of Model II. As in Model I, the points satisfy Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022 and the masses of the charged fermions are chosen to maximize the splitting among them:
Regarding gamma lines, the only difference between both models is the coupling of one of the extra fields to the Z boson. Consequently, for the same choice of masses, the γγ line is the same in the context of both models, but there are slight differences for the γZ line. The right panels in Figs. 6 and 7 show the cross-sections for the Zγ line, as can be appreciated for Model I the predictions are slightly weaker than for Model II (due to the fact that η − η − Z coupling is suppressed by tan 2 θ W with respect to the Σ + Σ + Z coupling, as shown in the above Lagrangians). The left panels are the same because the γγ line dominates over the Zγ line, so the predictions are the same for both models. The signals displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 are, unfortunately, in a region that remains a few orders of magnitude below from the current experimental sensitivity. However, we would like to remark that these two U(1) B models are two of the most motivated SM extensions that predict axial interactions between charged fermions with the new mediator that allow the predictions for the DM annihilation into gamma lines, although being small, to be different from zero. Furthermore, there is hope that future telescopes can test or rule out these predictions. 
Final State Radiation Processes
As pointed out in Ref. [17] , a Majorana candidate for dark matter is crucial in order to see its annihilation into gamma lines. It is well known that the generation of gamma lines takes place through a quantum mechanical process whereas the processes contributing to the continuum spectrum are, in general, tree level processes (see lower panel of Fig. 5 ). However, if the DM candidate is a Majorana fermion, the amplitude for the processes contributing to the final state radiation can be expanded as
where A and B are coefficients defined at the end of this section. From here, one can see that they are either velocity or mass (M q /M Z B ) suppressed. Therefore, in this case, one can hope to distinguish the gamma lines from the continuum spectrum. The coefficients that parametrize the expansion in velocity for the FSR processes are given by 10 -8
FIG. 9:
The differential spectrum of the dark matter annihilation into gamma rays for two different scenarios that satisfy the relic abundance measured by the Planck satellite Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022 [25] in Model II. We set M h2 = 500 GeV and θ B = 0. Lines with different colors correspond to different energy resolutions ξ = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}.
Gamma Line Spectra
where ξ is the energy resolution and ω = 2 √ 2log2 ≈ 2.35 determines the full width at half maximum, with the standard deviation given by σ 0 = E 0 ξ/w.
In Fig. 8 we present our results for the differential spectrum of dark matter annihilation into gamma rays for parameters satisfying the relic abundance, Ω DM h 2 = 0.1197 ± 0.0022, in Model I and different values of the energy resolution ξ = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}. As can be appreciated, the gamma lines can be easily distinguished from the continuum spectrum because the FSR processes are highly suppressed. However, for gamma ray telescopes with energy resolution larger than 5% it is impossible to distinguish the gamma lines between the χχ → γγ and χχ → γZ annihilation channels. In Fig. 9 we show the predictions for the differential spectrum of the dark matter annihilation into gamma rays for different values saturating the relic abundance in two different scenarios in Model II. The predictions for the gamma lines in Models I and II are very striking but very similar, and hence, collider searches are needed in order to distinguish between the two models. This is the goal of our future publication.
SUMMARY
In this work, we investigated the properties of a Majorana dark matter candidate predicted in anomaly-free theories. In these theories, the dark matter mass is defined by the new symmetry breaking scale and its stability is ensured by a remnant discrete symmetry after the gauge symmetry is broken. We focus our study in the context of simple theories where the baryon number is a local gauge symmetry spontaneously broken at the low scale. Our dark matter candidate is a Majorana fermion charged under the U(1) B gauge group, and hence, it has an axial coupling to the new gauge boson Z B . We performed the calculation of the relic density and discussed experimental constraints coming from the LHC and direct detection experiments. The axial coupling implies that for vanishing Higgs mixing the dark matter-nucleon cross-section is velocity-suppressed. Therefore, the bounds from direct detection experiments only become relevant for large Higgs mixing. However, dijet resonance searches at the LHC will further probe the regions in which M Z B lies around the electroweak scale. Moreover, we found that the cosmological constraint on the dark matter relic density, Ω DM h 2 ≤ 0.12, implies that the new gauge boson and the dark matter masses must be below the multi-TeV scale, i.e. M Z B 28 TeV and M χ 34 TeV.
The new fermions present in these theories needed for anomaly cancellation are chiral under the U(1) B and acquire their masses after this symmetry has been spontaneously broken. Therefore, the upper bound on the baryon number violation scale translates as an upper bound on their masses. These upper bounds tell us that there is hope to detect this new sector of the theory at the LHC or at future particle colliders. Regarding indirect detection, the dark matter axial coupling implies that the final state radiation is velocity suppressed. Consequently, the gamma lines from dark matter annihilation can be distinguished from the continuum. We would like to emphasize that consistent completions of simplified models of dark matter give rise to interesting phenomenology; namely, gamma line features that can be probed at future gamma ray telescopes. Due to the gauge anomaly conditions, these signatures cannot be computed within a simplified model where the anomalies are not canceled. Our predictions for the gamma lines could be crucial to test these dark matter theories in the future.
